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 In 1956, Wilson introduced the original Dynapower irons featuring an 

innovative approach to weight distribution that revolutionized the game. 

Nearly 70 years later, the all-new Dynapower iron redefines distance again.

Dynamic face thickness is coupled with Power Holes 3.0 technology to deliver 

maximum ball speeds across the entire face of the iron. Specific focus was 

placed from center to toe to deliver maximum distance and forgiveness.

By moving more weight towards the toe of the club, we stabilized the 

clubhead on off-center hits. By moving weight low, we delivered higher 

launch and steeper descent angles to help you hold more greens.

While Dynapower irons were engineered to deliver maximum forgiveness, 

they were designed to appeal aesthetically to a better player looking for 

more distance and miss-hit management.

THE LEGEND RETURNS

DYNAPOWER A.I. TECHNOLOGY

the challenge

HIGH MOI/LOW CG DESIGN

PLEASING LOOK AT ADDRESS

FIND YOUR 

LOCATION

GET 
DYNA-FIT


Experience the thrill of 

Dynapower. Fitting events and 

in-store demo days are here.

shop carbon shop titanium shop fairways shop hybrids

Be the first to hear about the latest 
products, sales and events from Wilson.

BECOME AN 
INSIDER

sign up

the 1956 
solution


The original Dynapower bore-thru 

hosel drilled weight out of the heel 

and moved it directly behind the 

hitting area for more power.

today’s a.i. 
solution

Fueled by supercomputer A.I., 

the 2023 Dynapower iron built 

on the original weighting concept 

to advance power and forgiveness 

to a whole new level.

Steel: KBS Max Ultralite 

Graphite: UST Recoil Dart 65

SHAFTS |

Lamkin Crossline 360GRIP |

*CUSTOM OPTIONS


 LENGTH: -1.5" TO 2.0"


 LIE: -3.0° FL TO +3.0° UP


 LOFT: -1.0° ST TO +1.0° WK

DYNAPOWER 
WOMEN’S


Dynapower woods and 

irons tailored for the 

women’s game.

SHOP WOMENS
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Are Proud to Announce the launch of Wilson's New

ollie@fade.ie barry@fade.ie conor@fade.ie

To Order Just Mail
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Dynapower Women's

Dynapower Woods and Irons Tailored for the Woman's Game

In Association With

To Order Just Mail

ollie@fade.ie barry@fade.ie conor@fade.ie
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